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Dear Editor-in-Chief,

Please consider for publication in your journal the manuscript entitled “Results of multicenter double-blind placebo-controlled phase II clinical trial of preparation Panagen to evaluate its leukostimulatory activity and formation of the adaptive immunity response in patients with stage II-IV breast cancer” by Proskurina et al. In the present paper we have shown that human dsDNA preparation Panagen has leukostimulatory and leukoprotective effects when combined with chemotherapy. This medication can also boost individual anticancer adaptive immunity resulting from the activation of dendritic cells by the circulating tumor cell debris. The results are discussed with references to the relevant data in the literature.

Sincerely yours,
Dr. Sergey S. Bogachev,
Head of the Laboratory of the Induced Cellular Processes,
Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk, Russian Federation
labmolbiol@mail.ru